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ABSTRACT OF CAPSTONE
EMPOWERING STUDENTS
WITH GAMES-FOR-CHANGE

Systemic sustainable change does not happen overnight but begins with the
diffusion of knowledge and changing of attitudes (Rogers, 2010). Additionally,
games can educate while adjusting attitudes (Gee, 2008; Jones, 2008). For these
reasons, this project designed a Digital Game-Based Learning (DGBL) prototype to
teach about the basic human rights that all children should be afforded as delineated
by the United Nations (U.N.) in the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC)
Treaty. The primary goal of this game is to raise awareness and advocacy for equality
of all children, regardless of the country, state or county of residence.
Specifically, the idea for this curriculum complements other games-forchange, which teach about laws and impact social change, such as: iCivics,
Games4Change, and European Children’s Rights games. In the game created for this
capstone project, player-learners have the opportunity to simulate various personas as
they dive into scenarios designed to evoke pathos thereby increasing empathy and
transfer of knowledge (Edele, Dziobek, & Keller, 2013; Gunter, Kenny, & Vick,
2008; Huang, & Tettegah, 2010). Overall, the CRC Treaty contains fifty-four articles
and four themes: Survival, Development, Protection, and Participation. Protection
and Participation were the focus for this first prototype, including: Article 12 (The
Right to be Heard) and Article 13 (Freedom of Expression). As the storyline unfolds,
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real-world scenes are presented in which player-learners make decisions which in
turn teach them about the purpose of the CRC Treaty. Emerging branches support the
player-learners in coping with feelings of sadness and empower them with feelings of
hope as they learn about self-efficacy tips and actions they may take to survive the
scenarios because affective domain can affect learning (Dormann, Whitson, &
Neuvians, 2013).
The ultimate goal of this game is intended to empower digital natives about
the rights of children to support the ratification of this treaty in the U.S. These digital
natives are the player-learners of today who have grown up in an era where
processing of information and systematic thinking has changed with the growth of
digital technologies, including gaming simulations (Prensky, 2001). Expertise and
resources would be the next step needed to develop the prototype of this game into a
high-quality professional DGBL environment.
KEYWORDS: game*, change, advocacy, child*, rights, CRC
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Executive Summary
What is the Core of the Capstone?
This capstone project proposed to create a prototype for serious Digital GameBased Learning (DGBL) to impact social change (Chen & Michael, 2006; Cody,
Ritterfeld, & Vorderer, 2009; Heeter, Lee, & Peng, 2010; Ratan & Ritterfeld, 2009).
Specifically, this game prototype has been designed to educate players about the
United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) Treaty of 1989,
precisely Article 12: The Right to be Heard and Article 13: Freedom of Expression
(The United Nations International Children’s Emergency Fund [UNICEF], 2009). To
date, the United States (U.S.) of America is the only U.N. country not to have ratified
this human rights treaty since its inception in 1989 (UNICEF, 2009).
Overall, the CRC Treaty contains fifty-four articles and four themes: Survival,
Development, Protection and Participation. The latter was the focus for this first
prototype. Article 12 specifically states that children should have the equitable right
to be heard in all legal proceedings affecting them. Most people would assume that
since the United States (U.S.) already affords this federal right for its citizens,
acceptance of this article would not be an issue; however, children are an exception to
that equitable protection in the U.S. In fact, they are deemed “fit to be heard” in some
court cases and divisions while deemed unfit to be heard in others (Taylor, 2009). The
differentiation is not based upon research demonstrating a child’s ability to express
his/her thoughts better in one location versus another, but based upon legislative
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tradition, which specifies that children have a national constitutional right to be heard
in Criminal cases but not in most Family Law cases. That decision is left up to the
states and judges to assess one’s mental capacity or right to be heard. Mental health
training and qualifications for making this determination in the courtroom has
historically not been required (Lemon, 1999).
Why does it matter? Divorce in the U.S. has been recorded to occur in over
half of total marriages (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2014). If just
half of those homes have the average of two children, over one million children
would be in the middle of a Family Law case. The number is staggering when there
are multiple children per family and birth rates of close to two million more children
born out of wedlock (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2014) factored into
the equation. The futures of all of these children will be decided upon by judges in the
court system, and the children’s voices will be permitted only if that state upholds
their right to be heard. Even then, given a judicial system lacking in mental health
training, judges and attorneys may often discount children’s words. According to
LaShanda Taylor, a staff attorney with the American Bar Association Center on
Children and the Law:
Denying the child a voice in the lawyer’s advocacy ‘reinforces...the lessons,
learned most thoroughly by abused and neglected children, that he [she]
should not expect to have any control over his [her] fate (2009, p.617).
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Differences between the States in America
In the U.S. Family Court System, there is, also, no jury or appellate court in
which to file a grievance, and the rulings may vary greatly depending upon the state.
For example, in Florida children have the legal right to speak in any proceeding
affecting them in juvenile delinquency and dependency cases, but not in divorce
cases. Consequently, rulings have shown that children have been deemed competent
to speak when it comes to visitation with grandparents, but not regarding where they
feel safe to sleep or desire to live in family law cases (Potter, 2008). Consistent
evidence reflecting an equal weighting of children’s words in cases in which they are
a main party across courtrooms and cases varies greatly. Even when those rights are
recognized, the enforcement of those rights varies widely amongst the counties as the
Florida Bar acknowledges:
Although children have the right to counsel at all stages in delinquency
proceedings, of the children who are embroiled in abuse and neglect cases in
dependency court and are taken from their families, only half are afforded the
services of a guardian ad litem and most have no representation at all (2012,
p. 2).
In addition, domestic violence (DV) is often not even considered to be
relevant in custody cases despite clear evidence finding children are intricately part of
this equation and can be quite dynamic in their thought process about it (Holt,
Buckley, & Whelan, 2008). In the U.S., more women die at the hands of a spouse or
lover than a stranger (Haddix, 1996), and reports reflect that close to ninety-percent
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of women in battered shelters state that children witnessed the abuse (Haddix, 1996).
Furthermore, it has long been the presumption that DV and custody disputes were two
separate entities in a court of law; thus, even in cases such as Bartasavich v. Mitchell
in Pennsylvania or James M. of California where children watched one parent kill the
other parent, the assailants still had rights to the children and maintained custody after
release of incarceration (Haddix, 1996).
Conversely, the California Family Code was amended in January of 1998, to
acknowledge a direct correlation between witnessing DV and child abuse, and
declared that DV in a household where a child resides is detrimental to the child
(Doyne et al., 1999). Consequently, a ruling in California found that witnessing a
parent’s murder directly correlated with custodial rights as it caused undue mental
duress upon the child in that case (Johnson, 1998). California also denotes that
children are afforded rights equal to other citizens, regardless of case. Children may
attend legal proceedings which affect them even under the age of twelve. With the
assistance of an adult, they may file their own legal actions to uphold their rights. In
California, contrary to Florida, a child may even request a Restraining Order for a
Protective Injunction, and the judge will hear his or her words in court (Legislative
Counsel State of California, 2014). Making strides to hear children’s words is
commendable, but the vast number of voices that are still not heard is too great to
ignore (Haddix, 1996).
Cases such as Collins vs. Collins provide one such specific example of how
other State courts such as this Minnesota court did not take children’s words into
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consideration equally. In this case, the Collins children verbally stated that they were
afraid of the father and did not want to go with him. Documentation of abuse such as
a skull fracture was presented as supporting evidence (Collins, 2012). The mother
petitioned the courts on behalf of the children’s rights, and her actions were perceived
as “parental alienation,” a theory coined by Gardner in 1985 despite lack of scientific
evidence to support this (Bruch, 2001). Thus, the children’s words were not weighted
equally with the parent’s rights; the mother was confined to supervised visitations
with them so she could not “alienate” the other parent; and, the children were
awarded to the father. After receiving the last plea for help from the son, Holly
Collins fled with her children to a foreign country in 1993, as her last recourse for
safety.
As the children aged, they petitioned the Minnesota courts to drop the arrest
warrant it had placed against their mother so they could all return home. The Collins
children were finally heard at the age of adulthood. The Minnesota court dropped the
arrest warrant for Holly Collins, and they returned to the U.S.
Other Countries’ Policies
All of the United Nations (with the exception of the U.S., as of this writing)
have ratified the CRC Treaty, and as such, honor Article 12: The Right to be Heard
for children in all proceedings affecting them and Article 13: Freedom of Expression.
As an example of how this treaty impacts lives, the Netherlands, which is one country
to have ratified this treaty, awarded Holly Collins and her children asylum to protect
them from the DV they had experienced in the States. The CRC Treaty acts as the
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authority in supporting the foundation for change in legislation and action in
protecting children’s rights in the Netherlands (Detrick, 1999).
Another country which determined a critical need for change based upon the
ratification of the CRC Treaty is Australia. Historically, the Family Law Courts in
Australia had been the authority to make the decisions regarding all aspects of
separation and divorce cases based upon the adults’ disputes. Despite children being
intimately involved in divorce cases, their input was minimal prior to the ratification
of the CRC Treaty (Australian Law Reform Commission, 2014). Judges were trained
in legislation to legally divide assets based upon a simple financial algorithm, but not
with psychological expertise involving emotional elements needed to deal with the
psyche, DV, and the division of children’s lives; therefore, children’s words were not
relevant. Ratification and acceptance of the CRC Treaty prompted a complete process
reformation in Australia moving from the courtroom to mental health professionals
qualified with medical training listening to the children’s preferences. Canada and
England have also joined suit in offering trainings not only for the judicial system but
for children as well (Fernando, 2014).
Why a Game?
Clearly, children’s rights vary dependent upon the location of residence. To
suggest to the average parent that children need their rights upheld equitably may
seem an absurdity to some, but clearly there is a need. The Diffusion of Innovation
Theory is the conceptual framework upon which this capstone is based (Rogers,
2010). Education is the first step to introducing a concept such as the CRC Treaty and
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this need for ratification in the U.S. Digital Game-Based Learning (DGBL) was
selected as the best means to distribute the content for this capstone project because it
is a motivational platform for learning (Justice & Ritzhaupt, 2015) which allows
player-learners to test-drive life choices (Gunter et al., 2008). Further elaboration to
support why a serious game was selected for this platform will be addressed in the
Why Were the Capstone and Related Strategies Selected section.
The prototype was designed to provide factual information about the CRC
Treaty as well as self-efficacy training, building player-learners’ confidence with
improved communication skills, and supportive resources to support motivation and
persistence (Deterding, 2012). Targeting teen and mature audiences, this game is
designed to engage students with real-world challenging scenarios promoting their
unique adventures as they play and learn. DGBL spans all walks of life and has
proven to motivate and engage players from within or without the four walls of a
classroom (Jones, 2008). DGBL also provides a convenient platform from which
players may share information learned exponentially. As a means to disperse the
game amongst player-learners, this prototype has been aligned with sound
educational practices to align seamlessly with the iCivics free educational
simulations, building upon the quality free games founded by Supreme Court Justice
Sandra Day O’Connor (iCivics, 2011). The ultimate goal is for this capstone’s game
to educate the digital natives about children’s rights and to promote advocacy for
ratification of the CRC in the U.S. in pursuit of equality for all children.
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To impart knowledge in an era of globalization, innovation and trans-human
technology, DGBL can transform education (Pellegrino & Scott, 2004). DGBL
fosters critical-thinking and problem-solving skills, the same basic competencies also
necessary to prepare students to be entrepreneurs and pursue Science, Technology,
Engineering and Math (STEM) careers needed in society today (Roberts, 2002).
Research suggests that the gaming industry produces over 60 billion dollars
globally, regardless of age (Jones, 2008). DGBL is a medium that students are already
engaging in voluntarily during their free time. The impact of DGBL in education goes
beyond dollars or percentage of users. The data reflect improved attention, vision, and
learning cognition (Eichenbaum, Bavelier, & Green, 2014). Even greater is the
potential for changing players’ perceptions and attitudes, which when combined with
digital mediums, can make impacts of global proportions. Games advocating for
change to foster improvement are considered serious-games (Chen & Michael, 2006;
Cody, Ritterfeld, & Vorderer, 2009; Heeter, Lee, & Peng, 2010; Ratan & Ritterfeld,
2009). Data reflect students devouring DGBL through high usage of serious-games
for social change such as Darfur is Dying which has been downloaded close to a
million times (Jones, 2008).
Likewise, iCivics provides DGBL designed to teach children about the
American government and also to increase civic engagement. This is accomplished
with an element whereby the player-learners can play-it-forward by donating their
game points to real-world charitable causes. Sponsors invest money into the causes
for achieving the highest number of points, once again, making an impact to effect
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social change. Statistics also reflect exponential increase in giving via digital
platforms in the amount of $350 million dollars from 2003 to 2009 (Owens, 2013). It
is anticipated that a DGBL platform designed with an element where players can
learn to advocate for social change provides measurable impacts equitable to
charitable giving. Players learn about real-world matters beyond the walls of a
schoolroom, exponentially impacting society for the better.
Definition of Key Terms (as related to games and education):
CRC: CRC is an acronym for the Convention on the Rights of the Child Treaty
which was created to identify basic human rights to which all children should be
entitled (Assembly, 1989).
DGBL: Digital Game-Based Learning has been researched and acclaimed to be a
viable means to engage player-learners in discovering and applying information (Van
Eck, 2006).
DIGITAL NATIVES: Students who have grown up with digital technology
available to them from the early stages of childhood are termed digital natives.
ENDOGENOUS: Games designed with lessons interwoven into the bloodline of the
realistic game simulation is endogenous rather than a reward or drill and practice
attachment to the game.
GAME ELEMENTS: Game elements are components observed to define a digital
game such as: Artificial Intelligence, Attract Mode, Back Story, Boss Challenges,
Cut Scenes, Experience Points (XP), Fantasy, Game Rules, Non-Playable Character
(NPC), Narrative, Outcome, Perspective, Story Mode, Trailers, Tutorial Mode
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(Becker, 2008, p.82). See Appendix A. This game-element table correlates to the
Relevance Embedding Translation Adaptation Immersion & Naturalization
(RETAIN) rubric (Gunter et al., 2008) to assure gaming elements align with Keller’s
ARC model and Gagne’s Nine Events of Instruction to assure sound pedagogy.
NODES: Nodes are the intersections which connect the many branches of
connections in a game.
GAMES-FOR-CHANGE: Resembling serious games, games-for-change are
designed to extend beyond imparting knowledge on a specific topic, and affect realworld outcomes. This media platform educates and motivates social transformation
for the betterment of society. Thus, for the purpose of this capstone, games-forchange is synonymous with games-for-social-change.
PLAYER-LEARNER: For this project, player-learner will be identified as the
individual participating in this digital game designed to diffuse information (Gunter et
al., 2008). With digital technologies, education spans outside the classroom walls
originally designed in the Industrial and Enlightenment era.
SERIOUS-GAMES: For the purpose of this study, serious-games will be considered
interchangeable with DGBL intended to propose more than just entertainment for the
player. Serious-Games are designed for a specific purpose and offer the players
educational knowledge to improve themselves and communities (Chen & Michael,
2006; Cody, Ritterfeld, & Vorderer, 2009; Deterding, Dixon, Khaled, Nacke, 2011;
Heeter, Lee, & Peng, 2010).
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Whom is the Capstone Meant to Impact?
This capstone intends to target digital natives to educate and advocate for the
equal rights of all children, and more specifically to afford children the equitable right
to be heard in all proceedings affecting them in the U.S. For example, in the U.S.
courts it has long been the presumption that the best interest of children could be
determined by the adults surrounding their cases (Rodham, 1973; Taylor, 2009);
however, it has also been determined that children are highly capable of participating
in criminal cases affecting them in such instances as the Gault Case of 1967 (Federal
Judiciary, 2015). Forty states in the U.S. have also supported children having a right
to be heard in their own dependency cases to-date. Since this legislation has not been
replicated across all states, an inequality of rights has developed for a large vital
population of citizens: children (Breger, 2010; Rodham, 1973).
Former Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O’Connor paved the way for this
prototype by developing educational games which are designed to address state and
national standards and teach about U.S. government and civic engagement (iCivics,
2011). Thus, this prototype began by aligning with iCivics’ scope and sequence to
integrate into the curricula reaching over 3 million students and 100 thousand
teachers (iCivics, 2011). The primary demographic for this game was intended to be
the middle and high school social studies students in the U.S. playing the iCivics
games such as Do I Have a Right? (iCivics, 2011) as they would be prepared with
the prior knowledge of playing in a DGBL environment. This would strategically
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position player-learners within a framework of game-play teaching about rules of
law with which they would already have familiarity.
Building upon this, the prototype aimed to merge into the iCivics
Citizenship and Participation unit, specifically the Trip Around the World lesson
plan which, as of the date of this capstone, does not yet have a game to engage
learners. See Appendix B. Because game playing crosses generational barriers, the
prototype was not intended to be limited to children. It was anticipated that adults
would also be motivated to play.
To transition from the iCivics’ lessons, which teach about equal rights
children are afforded in the U.S. to those which vary between the states, real-world
cases were collected to demonstrate the disparity. Even in states that offer children
the right to be heard, judges and attorneys appointed for children may completely
disregard their words (Collins, 2012). According to Akhil Reed Amar, societal
acceptances are not made up by legislation alone, but include perceptions and
interpretations:
The eight thousand words of America’s written Constitution only begins to
map out the basic ground rules that actually govern our land, while the
unwritten perceptions guide all other judgment (2012, p.ix).
Since the cases from child survivors and parents were woven into the
prototype, the game took on a different persona, and it was determined that the
graphic nature of the scenarios would better suit older children and adults. This
moved the educational realm beyond the walls of the classroom into the
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communication and media world. The primary target audience changed from
middle school children to teen and adults. In the video game industry this prototype
would be labeled with a rating of Teen based upon the Entertainment Software
Rating Board, (ESRB Ratings, 2015).

How was the Capstone Project Implemented?
Goal: To meet the objective of educating and advocating for children’s rights,
this capstone created a prototype of an endogenous game to teach players about the
CRC Treaty, specifically Article 12: The Right to be Heard and Article 13: Freedom
of Expression. Careful planning also went into providing communication and coping
resources to equip the player-learners with skills necessary to navigate scenarios
which may evoke empathy (Pellegrino, & Scott, 2004). This is an implied learning
outcome of serious-games design to elicit the altruistic intended activism (Edele,
Dziobek, & Keller, 2013; Gunter et al., 2008; Huang, & Tettegah, 2010). Research
shows that games designed to promote social interaction also increase interpersonal
empathy (Greitemeyer, Osswald, & Brauer, 2010).
Research for this project began in 1997 by: collecting experiences
demonstrating the inequalities to the CRC solution as well as networking with
organizations such as The Campaign for US Ratification of the CRC Treaty.
Additionally, continued investigation focused on solid instructional design principles
and teaching experience. An appointment to the iCivics Teacher Council in 2014
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provided the DGBL platform to test the effects of gaming in education by using the
iCivics resources. Training teachers how to play-it-forward led to the foundation of a
game-for-change method of educating about this content. The years of researching
children’s rights and gaming principles culminated in a draft of a storyboard.
Game Premise: The original storyline was intended to unfold similarly to the
ghosts leading Ebenezer Scrooge, diving into and viewing past, present, and future
scenes from an aerial view (Dickens & Farmer, 1843). Instead of ghosts, this
prototype intended to use a small fairy that was a friendlier, more child-like,
comforting version of a real judge. The fairy-judge was intended to lead the playerlearner’s avatar on a journey to watch as children from each of the respective
countries, were faced with decisions to make. Once the cursor hovered over each
character, she/he would present her/his scenario. At a later date, this storyline was
revisited and tweaked to address the teen gamer and more mature audience.
When faced with each scenario within the game, the player-learners must
determine if the child has a right according to the CRC Treaty and if that country
honors the CRC Treaty. This design builds upon the Do I Have a Right and
Immigration Nation (iCivics, 2011) game frameworks in which the player-learners
simulate real-life, and take on the persona of an attorney to determine if their
potential clients have rights based upon U.S. legislation. At any point in the game,
they may select the scroll icon to see all the articles of the CRC Treaty in a childfriendly format.
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Prerequisite skills necessary to play this capstone’s game include navigating
through a digital platform and reading at a sixth grade level in English. The
prototype developed into a narrative with various scenarios through which playerlearners simulate real-world experiences that children face. The learning objectives
of this game are for player-learners to:


Identify specific human rights listed in the CRC Treaty.



Articulate Articles 12 and 13 of the CRC Treaty.



Apply those rights to real-world situations.



Identify which country has not yet ratified the CRC Treaty.
Learning outcomes are achieved by maneuvering through the game to

master critical-thinking, communication, and problem-solving skills necessary to
compare, contrast, analyze, and synthesize how legislation may be applied to
children’s rights.
Platform Selections and Game Mechanics: To gather ideas and determine
platform and game mechanics, informal discussions and surveys took place with:
instructional design and gaming groups, professors in Advanced Technology and
Education departments, videographers, and social media gaming in education entities.
Based upon this collection of data, several gameplay environments were explored
including games-for-change such as That Dragon Cancer and choose your own
adventure decision-based games. Game engines such as Unity and Steam surfaced as
viable recommendations.
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The first storyline was created linearly in Google Slides to gain real-time
feedback and was developed with few scenarios. See Appendix C. To be able to
visually see the nodes which connected the scenes and branching development,
though, Twinery.org was selected. Information gathered all leaned towards
developing the DGBL to evoke the pathos and tell the real stories as the goal is to
effect change to educate and improve lives. Crowdsourcing to gather real stories from
child survivors and parents provided repetitive stories of inequalities that children of
various genders and ages experienced across the States. Five families were created in
the prototype to represent this, and names were changed to protect identities. By
beginning with a basic lower-level scene (designed not to spark great emotion) the
player-learners are able to gradually step into the more serious aspect of the game. A
few scenes in, the complexity grows and more choices are unveiled to the playerlearners so they may drive their own storylines selecting the characters to whom they
can most relate. Twinery supports creating a web-based storyboard in a web-browser
with the option to test the nodes and branches and edit as needed. It also supports
saving it as an HTML file with which it was uploaded to a web-based server for
formative beta testing. See Appendix D.
Volunteer child survivors, gamers, parents, and educators beta tested the
prototype in its formative stages. Feedback from that round of testing returned the
following themes:
o Educate about the CRC Treaty and offer action steps sooner vs. later in the
game.
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o Specifically: Move Take Action element closer to the beginning of
game.
o Add relatable scenes showing positive results of CRC ratification in
another country vs. all negative in a country which has not ratified the
CRC Treaty.
o Reformat prototype in first person through eyes of character (similar to
That Dragon Cancer game).
o For example: Within scene where children call mother, pan into cell
phone to see the text and have option for mother to dial 911.
o Make it a strategy game.
○ Have players try to get home or stay and keep them happy. There is a
way out. Players could learn to vote.
o Do not ask questions. Gamers do not want to learn a lesson. Questions
make it feel like a lesson. Thus, give choices to select and transition to
various options without the player realizing they are answering a
question based upon the option chosen.
o Do not “lose or win” points, but instead make it truly endogenous with
the game.
○ Specifics: Instead of losing points, make the wrong choice “cost
the children a few more years without a right.”
○ Offer XP (experience points) for “wins.”
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o Add note to let players and teachers know graphic content may be
disturbing.
o More stories provided. See Appendix E.
All feedback was incorporated into 25 game scenes to assure ample practice was
offered to increase retention of learning objecives.
Design Elements: Originally, envisioned to be visually inviting and
motivating for younger player-learners, this is designed as an endogenous game
(Gunter et al., 2008) with content immersed and integrated as part of the game’s
fantasy and storyline. For example, in the iCivics Do I Have a Right game, the playerlearners have to determine which amendments may be applied to each case as they
take on the persona of attorneys in a law firm aiming to win each trial. Likewise,
fanciful imagery is also to be used to engage the player-learners as research
demonstrates that it is a prime factor in gaming motivation and acquiring of
knowledge (Gunter et al., 2008). The prototype for the developer has sample imagery
and placeholder images to communicate the vision to the developers.
To assure sound pedagogy, gaming elements (Becker, 2008) and sound
learning and motivational strategies were aligned. See Appendix A. For example,
with proper funding, the ultimate vision for development of this prototype into a
game would be with Artificial Intelligence (Becker, 2008) used to simulate roleplaying where the player-learners design their individual avatars and navigate through
the game with a Non-Playable Character (NPC) (Becker, 2008) leading the way. The
NPC originally was to resemble a Tinkerbelle fairy-like judge mouse clicker pointing
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the way similar to the ghosts of past, present, and future in A Christmas Carol
(Dickens & Farmer, 1843). The NPC has since evolved into a selection of rugged 3D
avatars. Along with the fantasy which player-learners maneuver through to unveil the
facts about the CRC, there is a competitive aspect through which player-learners may
compete for Experience Points (XP) to show their progress (winnings) against
themselves and others. This is also termed Valorization (Becker, 2008). In the
prototype these XPs are Knowledge, Courage and Strength designed to be worn as
garments or accessories.
It is recommended for the prototype to be developed within a platform, such
as Unity, with three-dimensional animated avatars and their Point of View (Becker,
2008) based upon the XP they earn. Avatar outfits, accessories, gender, skin, and hair
color have potential to be customizable. Ultimately, the actual avatars are realistic and
dressed relative to their cultural attire dependent upon country and state to invoke
pathos. Character personalization added within this game includes children of mixed
genders and cultures respective to their country of birth. The game would visually
depict the countries, which iCivics worksheets already compare and contrast: India,
Brazil, Iran, Germany, and Ghana, with America in the lesson to which this DGBL is
aligned. More specifically, the scenarios would reflect the residences of children in
each of those countries. Since laws differ for the U.S. children dependent upon the
state, several states are represented. In the prototype, the interactions occur as the
player-learner transitions (flies, portals, escapes) into the next scenario of each of the
children/families respectively.
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Each of the drafted scenes is listed in the GPS (Table of Contents) menu to
help guide students as needed. For each scene which might invoke sadness, there is
another which offers hope.
Main characters with common threads include:
● Two young boys from Florida who:
○ progress in age through the game,
○ travel throughout the states,
○ apply for restraining orders and are denied due to age,
○ express that they are afraid and don’t want to go for visitations,
○ run and escape to safety,
○ are recommended to be treated for PTSD,
○ Reflect evidence of neglect.
● Mother of boys who:
○ experiences accusations of “Parental Alienation.”
● A girl and her brother from Massachusetts who:
○ progress in age through the game,
○ travel throughout the states,
○ have been treated for PTSD,
○ express that they are afraid and don’t want to go on visitations.
● Mother of siblings who:
○ experiences accusations of “Parental Alienation.”
● A boy from NY who:
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○ applies for a restraining order and gets it,
○ expresses he is afraid and doesn’t want to go on visitations.
● A family from Minnesota who:
○ runs and escapes to safety,
○ applies for asylum and receives it,
○ travels overseas,
○ expresses that they are afraid and don’t want to go for
visitations,
○ shows evidence of abuse,
○ experiences accusations of “Parental Alienation.”
Scenes from outside of the U.S. are provided directly from research and
sources as noted in the prototype.
Notes for developers in the prototype include:
● Real-world images drawn and written by children expressing their
desires and needs.
● A video and images simply to be used as reference for design
elements. Video and photos should be replaced with animation in
DGBL developed.
The game decisions ultimately lead the player-learners with an option to
continue trying again until they select the correct answer to progress.
The game ends:

32
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● When they get caught trying to run and go underground (fictitious but
possible).
● When they get hit by the train or crash (fictitious but possible).
● After the children finally speak in court.
○ Final Action steps are provided on that page such as social
media links to share the game.

Why were the Capstone and Related Strategies Selected?
Extensive research was performed to affirm this content would be structured
upon firm Instructional Design theories promoting delivery of sound educational
pedagogy to increase the likelihood of learning while invoking emotion to inspire
advocacy. Simply put, the goal of this instructional delivery stemmed from the First
Principles of Instruction (Merrill, 2002a, 2002b, 2007, 2009) and focus on e3
Instruction: effective, efficient, and engaging (Merrill, 2007, 2009). The First
Principles of Instruction offer 5 key components to accomplishing this which include:
Problem-Centered Lessons, Activation Activities, Demonstration Activities,
Application Activities, and Integration Activities (Merrill, 2002a, 2002b, 2007,
2009).
The core of this instruction stems from real-world scenario-based problems in
which children express a desire to be heard. Activation begins with an explanation of
the CRC Treaty and the basic list of rights it provides to children. An icon, such as a
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scroll, is noted in the prototype for the player-learner to select in order to see which
countries have ratified these rights. Player-learners demonstrate understanding of
content by selecting the accurate answer based upon whether the CRC Treaty was
ratified for that country. According to selections made, the next path provided reflects
the consequences of decisions. Branches of support resources and next game level of
instruction empower players to build self-efficacy and take action as they advance.
Aligning to the Elaboration Theory which suggests curricula should be built
from the simple to the complex (Reigeluth, Merrill, Wilson, & Spiller, 1980), this
instruction sequences and builds upon the foundational knowledge achieved from
decisions made during each scenario. Thus, the scenario grows from simple topics
children may express to more important human rights issues. The tone is intended to
be serious although begin with some flavor of humor. Topics range from desiring to
be heard regarding breakfast choices to life-altering expressions of wanting to sleep in
a safe home. Advanced layers include application activities for players to learn more
about the topic and take action; travel through more scenarios; and explore avenues
intended to empower player-learners with self-efficacy tips such as opportunities to
select appropriate communication responses dependent upon having a legal right.
A visual representation may be seen in Appendix B. Scenes highlighted in
yellow represent the Home (with introduction, overview and, table of contents menu
entitled GPS to support navigation for Player-Learners), About (background of
purpose) and Teacher pages (addressing standards). See Appendix B.
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XP Assets are circled in red, while Further Exploration pages with tips to
support self-efficacy are circled in blue. The Take Action page is circled in black and
offers players avenues for advocacy, such as an outlet to voice their own opinion on
an international discussion board. Additional layers include links to more game
activities and research as well as follow-up activities which encourage reflection and
extension to integrate the knowledge obtained into real-life applications or
advocacy. UNICEF was developed in 1946, to specifically support the needs of
children and has continued to develop successful educational resources such as the
CRC Treaty activities and Voices of Youth activities (UNICEF, 2009). These are
examples of the content linked into this prototype for extended learning.
To efficiently and effectively engage player-learners in this context, this
project immerses the curricula into Game Theory (Holland, Jenkins & Squire, 2003).
Scholars often heavily populate gaming conferences since they have found that games
engage player-learners. In fact, games designed to teach are becoming an academic
affair (Holland, Jenkins & Squire, 2003). Is this not the outcome instructors desire of
students? Consider the possibilities of capturing students’ attention for hours on end,
and meeting many different learning modes in an environment which fosters criticalthinking and problem-solving.
To further evidence the educational value of games, gaming elements
included in popular commercial games have been aligned to proven Instructional
Design theories (Becker, 2008). To affirm that this project is educationally sound
development of the prototype also aligns to Gagne’s Nine Events of Instruction and
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Keller’s ARC model of instructional design with foundational gaming elements
(Gagne, 1981). For example: the instructional design element of gaining attention
aligns to gaming exposition in gaming design; presenting stimulus in instruction
aligns with providing player-learners with choices; providing guidance to achieve
learning outcomes directly correlates with gaming instruction, real-time feedback and
success and failure screens (Gunter et al., 2008). Thus, the foundational layer of this
curriculum is designed into this simulated prototype online.
Research reflects that more students will learn material they actively
participate in and experience (Brent & Felder, 2009; Gee, 2008; Gordon, 1970). This
era has moved from a time in which the brain was likened to a slate to be drawn upon
to, more appropriately, a systemic computer which processes data received, interprets,
synthesizes and constructs mental images and perspectives (Gee, 2008). Gee further
argues that brain function does not operate by mental imaging alone but complete
embodiment of sensory involvement. Consider, then, that video gaming is closely
depicted as to how brain function actually occurs. People select courses of actions
based upon their problem-solving ability in foreseeing rewards and consequences. If
the path does not work well, another route is chosen to achieve the desired outcome
(Gee, 2008).
Furthermore, laws and perceptions might not always yield desirable results.
Therefore, this prototype includes Explore options to test-drive various strategies to
improve communication skills and provide positive outlets for players to cope with
defeat. These include listening, assertiveness, and problem-solving opportunities
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recognized as key elements to diffuse situations in the Conflict Resolution Model
(Davidson & Wood, 2004). For example, players may select the option to speak
assertively with “I” statements to build confidence versus aggressively with
accusations which foster negative feelings (Cangelosi & Peterson, 1998; JakubowskiSpector, 1973; Kubany, Richard, Bauer, & Muraoka, 1992). Thus, videogames are an
extension of how the brain already operates while they also provide a fail-safe
environment to test new and different suppositions (Gee, 2008; Justice & Ritzhaupt,
2015). Therefore, if games are an extension of the way our minds currently work,
incorporating them into curricula for player-learners to participate in role play
activities in order to determine right, wrong, and unanticipated conclusions is simply
a natural fit for player-learners to determine and retain the skills for success.
Furthermore, gaming in education has far greater capabilities of influencing
player-learners than traditional methods of instruction as evidenced in the article Can
a Video Game Make Someone Nice? (Kapp, 2012). This study examined participants
engaging in socially positive and negative games. The scenario ranged from docile
activities like picking up spilled pencils to stressful situations such as stopping an
abusive lover. In both cases, player-learners who played the game persuaded others
to make positive choices and were more likely to come to the aid of another (Kapp,
2012).
In 1973, the National Gaming Council proceedings on Simulations and
Gaming provided several examples of the benefits of games in education. Games
were addressed as being the language necessary to teach player-learners to think
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holistically in order to problem-solve and effectively communicate to resolve
conflicts (Moriarty, 1974). In a diverse and troubled world, gaming could provide an
equal playing field for all students to learn while promoting choice and selfexpression. Failed choices lead to learning the content rather than failing the lesson
(Jones & Chang, 2014; Justice & Ritzhaupt, 2015). Not only can games prove to be
fun but they foster critical-thinking and problem-solving skills also (Gordon, 1970).
Gaming brings Bloom’s taxonomies to education in a fail-safe environment
including: facts and information, comprehension opportunities, skills to master
analysis and synthesis, leading into the cognitive domain where player-learners are
challenged to review the process of how to excel from one level to the next (Moriarty,
1974).
Additionally, empirical data of an analysis of close to 300 students playing
educational games randomly selected amongst high schools in Indiana attest to
significant learning outcomes (Moriarty, 1974). Playing the games increased student
pre- and post-test scores of subject matter, while also improving student interest and
participation in the classroom. In fact, the diverse participating teachers now support
educational games as a successful pedagogical teaching method (Moriarty, 1974).
More recently, a study examined over two hundred instructors playing iCivics
games in order to experience the lessons from the player-learners’ perspectives
(Sumners, 2012). Qualitatively, instructors who invested time on the games listed
motivational, encouraging, positive behavioral effects that the games had upon them,
affirming use of critical-thinking skills to find solutions. Quantitatively, the points
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earned and percentages accurately completed were also remarkably higher for those
who played the games two or more hours versus those who played under two hours
(Sumners, 2012). Another study of over one thousand young 4-H students playing
games found that player-learners did, in fact, retain the subject matter taught
(Boocock, 1966). Even more notably, however, was the increase in self-efficacy and
empathy various genders had with each other when simulating role-play, and they had
fun while learning (Boocock, 1966)!
Going beyond fostering care and kindness, serious-games started emerging in
2003 empowering true activism (Allison et al., 2012). Digital natives, the generation
akin to social media, video gaming, and constant interaction with networks from local
peers to global strangers, spawned a surge on the Internet highway of do-gooders. By
absorbing news in real-time through social media, they become zealous about making
a positive difference encompassing ethical, moral, and social issues (Allison et al.,
2012). Examples of this have been demonstrated with the amount of activism elicited
through social media for tragic events like the earthquake in Haiti to electoral races as
seen with the passion invoked through Twitter or Facebook for the presidency seat for
2017. Player-learners are reflecting on their values, learning the importance of
community service and civic responsibility, and the feeling achieved through giving,
service to and compassion for their fellow man.
With serious-games on the rise, Games4Change holds an annual festival
promoting the impacts made as these DGBL environments address issues of global
importance. According to the TechKnowledge review on these festivals “Games are a
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way of storytelling and problem-solving,” (TechKnowledge, 2009). These games are
designed to evoke empathy, raise awareness to impart the facts then let the gamer
take control of the activism. Gamers, in fact, have not only been inspired by games to
stand up for particular causes but also play for causes. In response to a negative
stigma pervading gaming in 2003, games to donate real money for charitable causes
sprouted up to demonstrate the compassion gamers have and civic responsibility
which could be demonstrated through gaming. Within three weeks gamers had raised
$146,000 for a local hospital (Danforth, 2009). Integrating problem-based learning
within serious-games can truly achieve significant gains.
Gaming has also been used as a platform to educate about treaties the United
Nations (U.N.) has created. For example, the U.N. called for the decade from 2005
to 2015 to focus on education promoting sustainable energy. Answering the call,
Ball State University in Indiana planned the development of the Second Chance
Game: Local Partnerships (University-Community) for Global Awareness and
Responsibility designed to teach this U.N. focus at the middle school level. The
results of the DGBL initiative proved that imparting social knowledge and getting
buy-in from key players to develop innovative strategies to educate goes beyond
governments creating treaties or passing laws. Partnerships of government,
educators, community, and businesses infusing technology to engage students and
clarify unified goals are the key to moving sustainable measures forward especially
in an era of such a connected world (Pacheco, Motloch, & Vann, 2006).
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Further evidence to support why a game was selected as the medium to
advocate and teach about children’s rights may be seen through USA Today’s recent
report recognizing Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O’Connor‘s vision to teach
students about civics and American Government through games (Toppo, 2015).
Since 2009, over three million users have played the free games to learn about the
important workings of government and civics, such as how judges make rulings on
landmark cases to protect rights (Toppo, 2015).
The European Union has also created exogenous games specifically designed
to inform children about their rights. See EUROPA: https://ec.europa.eu/018/wrc_index_en.jsp?main=true&initLang=EN (Europa, 2011). No research has been
performed at this time to specify attainment of desired learning outcomes.
Additionally, Multi-User Virtual Environments (MUVEs) in which students
played to learn the content versus read about it from a book displayed significantly
higher post-tests scores (Probert, 2013). Greater comprehension and understanding
were demonstrated. Player-learners expressed a strong desire to want to play the
game for entertainment and socialization leading to more content learning time
(Probert, 2013). These notable results strongly influence the direction of this research
as peer-to-peer engagement adds a whole new dimension and outcome to the skills
acknowledged by the player-learners (Probert, 2013). Evidence also supports that
multiplayer games tend to build social presence and social constructivism to improve
learning gains (Gee, 2008).
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Even a study targeting university-level students playing games reflected high
achievements in knowledge and attitudinal skills after completing the games (Woo,
2014). No differences were observed when comparing gender motivation and results.
Most importantly, game characteristics including role-playing and fantasy were still
identified as elements attracting users. This is critical for game-integrated instruction
to motivate player-learners in the classroom (Woo, 2014).
Empirical data now also support claims in favor of teacher perception on the
positive impact of game-based learning including motivation, soft skills, and curricula
(Bourgonjon et al., 2013). The exponential acceptance directly correlates with the
increase of technological devices and generational difference throughout the last
decade. Ultimately, the data clearly reflect the growth of instructors’ willingness to
use games in classrooms (Bourgonjon et al., 2013).
Furthermore, empirical data reflects that additional subjects consistently
scored significantly higher when engaging in game-based learning (Kapp, 2012).
While these statistics should sell administrators on the relevance for Digital GameBased Learning (DGBL) in the classroom, even more impactful is the benefit of
changes game-based education has on attitudes. Many of the games by which
students evidenced learning gains also persuaded the students to modify their
attitudes positively. Games designed to persuade player-learners in favor of a
common good really can improve retention rates, soft skills, and behaviors affecting
the common good (Aston, Houghton, Featherstone & Perrotta, 2013) impacting the
community for the better (Kapp, 2012).
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The outcomes of the game simulations have continued to exceed beyond
educational goals into careers and real-world applications. Through DGBL, students
have proven to acquire both hard and soft 21st Century skills including problemsolving, critical-thinking, and improved communication; but, even beyond that, the
active learning which occurs, is as good as or better than other training for high
technical careers such as piloting a plane or performing surgery (Aston, Featherstone,
Houghton, & Perrotta, 2013). The practical application for this capstone supports the
need for instructors to engage in trainings on human rights with the CRC Treaty to be
used as a guide (Maboe, 2013). Based on this game-for-change, students may be
inspired to pursue careers in legislation, writing, criminal justice, or international
affairs.
The argument against ratifying the CRC Treaty is debated by the class which
has the privilege to vote. Consider for a moment the population. Children do not
have the right to vote so their words will never be heard until someone takes a stance
to vote on their behalf. The need for education on the subject to enlighten the U.S. in
order to begin reformation is great.
The question is this: Can a game designed to educate about the U.N. CRC
Treaty persuade the digital natives to ratify it in the U.S. in order to begin the
movement for change to ultimately achieve equal rights for children? It is
hypothesized that there is evidence to support that a game would be an effective
means to advocate and profoundly impact invaluable change to better the lives of
children in need.
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The European Union has laid the foundation for teaching about the CRC
Treaty through the web-based free game offered to children throughout Europe
(Europa, 2011). The timing is right to create a game like this to teach the U.S.
children about the CRC Treaty next. The serious game this capstone project wishes
to design will educate the population on the CRC ultimately educating and
advocating to impact equitable rights of future children.
“Never believe that a few caring people can't change the world… indeed,
that's all who ever have,” Margaret Mead.

When was the Capstone Implemented?
The prototype was uploaded to the Internet Fall of 2017 solely for formative
beta testing, further design and development refinement. Searching for funding
sources is the next phase to advance this prototype to the next level.
Analysis and Design Phase: Once the need to educate the U.S. about the
CRC Treaty was recognized, study and action over many years were used to
disseminate, and find the best means and key-players with which to diffuse the
information systematically to a larger audience to effect change following Rogers’
Diffusion of Innovations theory (Rogers, 2010). Introduced to the need in 1998 for
children to have a voice in proceedings affecting them, the researcher investigated
laws nationally and internationally. By 2010, evidence demonstrating the value of
educating through games became apparent. By 2014, networking with successful
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educational gaming organizations began along with the creation of the first game
prototype introducing an overview of the CRC, Article 12: The Right to be Heard.
The initial storyboard depicted scenarios representing the need for the U.S. to ratify
this treaty due to inequities still found today amongst the youth. In 2016, ongoing
development of the prototype expanding to include elements of Article 13: Freedom
of Expression, and exploration for funding and resources to create the actual game
began.
Post-Capstone Vision of Prototype Development:
Tracking: Since research reflects that tracking is important to assure that
learning outcomes are met (Justice & Ritzhaupt, 2015), tracking of each playerlearner should assess the amount of lessons the player-learner has completed.
Mastery of Levels: By selecting the correct path based upon ratification of
the CRC articles and/or laws for respective states, the player may advance to proceed
to the next level. XPs should be awarded to further increase motivation.
Discussion Board: Linked to global discussion boards within the game,
learning objectives are listed on the introduction page and on the final page.
Social Media: Icons to share the game should be offered to increase
dissemination.
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Impact of the Capstone
The serious game-for-change prototype this capstone has designed is intended
to be the foundation for developing the next phase of a digital game to educate the
population about the CRC Treaty. As the research reflects DGBL can be an effective
way to harness digital natives’ multiple streams of processing information and 21st
Century Skills, but the potential impact for this game-for-change is not limited to one
generation of learners (Prensky, 2006). The gaming industry reflects that 44 percent
of video game players in the U.S. are above the age of 36 through seniors
(Entertainment Software Association, 2015). These players, coupled with the digital
natives over the age of 18, total over 114 million gamers in the U.S. of voting age
(Entertainment Software Association, 2015). The outlook of any of these players
desiring to play the game designed by this capstone is optimistic, because data reflect
that 39 percent of gamers who play most often engage in social games (Entertainment
Software Association, 2015). Elements embedded into the design of this prototype
include social media links to exponentially share and disseminate this game.
Gaming can clearly make an impact on educating the masses about the million
plus children in need of being heard in the U.S. Disseminating the stories to reveal the
real-world encounters along with the research supporting ratification of the CRC
visually presents the facts of children’s participation, or lack thereof. Without
children having a right to vote, 114 million gamers have potential to impact future
legislation for them. The next stage for development from the prototype to game
would mirror simulations gamers are already accustomed to and offer a challenge
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with strategy, action and social game play included in the design. It is hoped that the
game would be offered online and through mobile devices to be shared with the most
players. The Take Action element was designed to offer avenues of advocacy to effect
change to improve lives of children; therefore, the game-for-change has potential to
effect CRC Treaty ratification.
Potential also exists for the game-for-social-change to be further developed
with video animation for game consoles to continue educating about the rest of the
articles the CRC Treaty includes. While 62 percent of most frequent gamers use
computers to play simulations, 56 percent use game consoles (Entertainment
Software Association, 2015). If the quantity of players is not enough to make an
impact, it is anticipated that the teenage players under legal voting age will continue
to experience the developed game-for-change to master the knowledge of the CRC
Treaty in its entirety, make informed decisions and improve society as they grow to
adulthood.

Limitations of the Study
According to some studies, games may be motivational and increase
persistence, but there is insubstantial evidence to support that they improve learning
outcomes better than traditional methods (Gunter et al., 2008; Russell, 1999). This
may be based upon pressure from administrators or due to the instructors’ lack of
training and usage with the games. Inexperience with different types of games such as
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endogenous simulations, exogenous drill and practice, and how to incorporate them
into instruction can also add to failed integration, misguided usage, and learning
outcomes (Holland, Jenkins & Squire, 2003).
Simply integrating the content within a game may be fun, but the game must
also be designed for the player to make the connection to learning and/or the social
impact for change (Gunter et al., 2008). Individual preferences and accessibility may
still pose barriers to game play.

Reflections
Numerous reflections stimulated revisions which were incorporated into this
prototype as it unfolded. For example, as feedback was received to improve the
design of the game to effect real-world change, the more it became apparent that realworld case scenarios should be used to capture the magnitude for the need.
Modification of the specific content led to moving the target audience of middle
school digital natives to teen and adult gamers. The lesson attained from this is that
one change, such as moving education from a traditional in-classroom experience to
teaching through ubiquitous computing outside of the classroom can lead to a
significant expansion of the potential user base and dissemination of knowledge.
Research into gaming: platforms, mechanics, and endogenous practices were
also invaluable experiences which propelled this researcher to strive towards
continued game improvement. For example, although Twinery required a
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sophisticated advanced knowledge of coding to revise screens once created, the initial
ability to visually observe the connective nodes and game interactions was vital. This
advanced the game from the feel of a lesson to an adventurous mission increasing
motivation to play and consequently learn.
Beta testing with gamers, subject matter experts, and game developers also
strengthened this researcher’s resolve to pursue the completion of this prototype.
Introducing unfamiliar information to individuals increases the risk of meeting with
resistance (Waddell & Sohal, 1998). Feedback for improvement was provided, but the
subject and delivery method continued to be affirmed as necessary education to be
delivered. One important consideration in moving forward with this game-for-change
is branding it appropriately. As one of the beta testers noted, gamers do not want to
know they are learning. Just as the design must appeal to gamers to market the game,
the title and logo of it must also. A Way Out and A Way Home tied in the results
collected for recommendations to title the game in order to capture the games
attention to play it.
The initial intent of this capstone was to create the actual game-for-change.
Professors, researchers, and game developers cautioned to focus on the first step of
creating a prototype with firm research to support its development. Discovery of the
magnitude of cost, time, expertise, and effort involved with such an undertaking of
developing a game justified this decision.
Conceding to this wisdom, areas desired to be explored further were only
experimented with in order to provide syntax for understanding the whole game
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design and to converse about the next phase of game development. For example,
Unity offers a viable two- and three-dimensional real-world simulated environment
which would provide a viable platform for this prototype to be immersed into.
Likewise, although suggested images such as avatars with large eyes and expressive
realism were suggested as a means to visualize the look and feel of this game, there is
ample room for growth for actual graphics and animations development.
The value of this capstone is truly immeasurable as it could in fact have
immense returns especially if the following were to occur:


Funding is secured to further develop the prototype into the actual
serious DGBL game-for-change.



The DGBL met the goal of educating the nation.



The DGBL successfully motivated attitudinal change with the
knowledge obtained.

The hopes were monumentally high to begin, but the need is massive, grave,
and could cause pain, suffering, and fatalities to a prodigious number of children if
not met. Children deserve support as much as all other human beings. Prior to 1989,
President Reagan was instrumental with the initial work of the CRC Treaty in
Geneva, Switzerland. In 1997, President Carter expressed support for the CRC Treaty
which had become the most widely ratified treaty in the world by then. In 2008,
President Obama expressed strong support for its ratification.
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Education seems to be a long and arduous process in order to disseminate
information and then to change attitudes, but if we do nothing with the trauma
children have faced it was for nothing. Someone must do something for them. If not
me, who? If not you, who? If not now, when? At minimum, this researcher’s hope is
that the message spreads to perhaps one more person who will disseminate it to two
more people until children have equal rights.

Capstone Project
This capstone project prototype of a game-for-social-change has been
uploaded in HTML code here:
http://www.purpose2day.com/site/ChildrenAroundtheWorldGame-Prototype.html
Screen captures have been captured below for posterity. Since, this prototype has
been designed similar to adventure books, which allows readers to choose their own
course of action (Vicary & Fraley, 2007), these screen captures are intended to
capture the content of the game in one sequential order and not the many navigational
paths the players may actually take.
Home page:
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The Introduction page provides an overview of the CRC Treaty; inquiries to
stimulate recall of players’ current knowledge (Gagne, 1981); and, articulates the
learning outcomes of the game.
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Directions to the developer for scene development and to the target audience are also
listed on the Introduction page.

Players have an option from the first screen escape through the tunnel to Take Action.
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Take Action screen offers players the option for civic engagement.

(https://www.unicef.org/rightsite/files/uncrcchilldfriendlylanguage.pdf)
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Take Action screen continued.

(https://twitter.com/ChildRightsUSA)
(https://twitter.com/ChangeIt4Better)
(http://www.facebook.com/lttco/)
(http://www.voicesofyouth.org/)

(http://www.voicesofyouth.org/)

(http://www.childrightscampaign.org/take-action)
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Take Action screen continued.

(https://ec.europa.eu/0-18/wrc_index_en.jsp?main=true&initLang=EN)

(https://www.unicef-irc.org/publications/pdf/insight6.pdf)

(http://schools.unicefkidpower.org/)

Educational and support pages:
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(https://www.iste.org/standards/standards/for-students-2016)
(http://www.p21.org/our-work/p21-framework)
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About this game information continued:
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Scenes and characters’ descriptions reflect similarities and differences of families:
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Continued scenes and characters’ descriptions:
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About information concluded:
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Text that is all in capitalized letters are for game development purposes of this
prototype. These directions provide specific scene settings, examples of imagery,
environment, and visuals to impart the feeling the game is intended to portray.
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Players begin by entering the mission but are provided with the navigational
GPS element to drive their own course throughout the game on the paths they select.
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The Mission page gains the attention of players (Gagne, 1981) by placing the
educational content within the context of real-world events and announcing the
opportunity to win XP (experience points) which seasoned gamers will have prior
knowledge of from previous games. Research reflects that XP for educational
purposes has shown significant increase in retention of participation and engagement
(Barata, Gama, Jorge, & Gonçalves, 2013).
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The GPS page is the table of contents. Zoomed out here to see in totallity:

Sections are grouped to provide a positive scene stemming from CRC Treaty
ratification for every challenging scene to balance the emotions. Zoomed in clips of
the GPS screen follow.
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GPS:
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GPS continued:
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GPS continued:
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GPS continued:

Screen captures from each of the scenes in the prototype are captured and
presented below as per the navigational order above. Notes and arrows are used for
clarification in transitioning from scene to scene in this summary, but players may
determine the adventure of their choice in the actual prototype. Narratives are
provided in the voice of thid person to set each scene; but, once the players select the
character(s) available, they see and play the game from the perspective of that
character and dialogue as such.
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Scene I - Girl faced with simple dilemma:
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Scene I – Decision time:

Players win Experience Points.
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Scene I – Player wins Experience Points.
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Scene I – Transition:

Players visit Jim and Alex in Palm Beach, Florida.
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Scene II – Level advances. Toddler and minor child are faced with neglect:

© Ensmann, 2010
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Scene II – Players must face the dilemma or escape the scene:

Players are faced with the dilemma.
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Scene II – Decision time again.
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Scene II – Feedback screen provides “Try Again” which reverts back to previous
options.

States parties to the Convention on the Rights of the Child
Parties only signed, but not ratified
CC BY-SA 3.0 L.Tak (Commons, 2014).
File:Convention on the Rights of the Child.svg
Created: 29 September 2012
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Scene II - Transition screen:

Or players may skip to Scene III: Australia. Experience Points won.
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Try Again directs players back to Scene II:

Player selects the path of least resistance.
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Scene II – Taking the path of least resistence may not win points but is sometimes the
only option available.

Or, players may choose to skip this scene and select a scene where children are older.
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Scene IV advances another level: The parents are court ordered to exchange at
the police station in this scene.
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Players take the path to face the dilemma.
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Scene IV – Players face the dilemma or escapes the scene:

Scene V: Germany has ratified the CRC.

Players advance to Scene VI.
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Scene VI - Holly and her children in Minnesota:

Scene VI: Players face the dilemma.
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Scene VI - Face the dilemma.

Players take the path of least resistence.
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Scene VI – Taking the path of least resistence may not win points and sometimes
seems like the only option available, but sometimes the easier way may actually cost
lives.

Player tries again.
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Scene VI: Players try again. This time, they make the decision to go to court.
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Scene VI - Face the dilemma and try again.
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Scene VI - One outcome of running might end the game.
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Scene VI - Another outcome of running might reveal the following.
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Scene VI - Reflects the following real world outcome.

Scene VI: Transition screen provides players with next adventure.
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Scene VII - Takes the players to Jeff in New York.

Real world drawings from children are included to reflect children’s ability to express
their feelings; these are used in the prototype to set the stage for scenes in the game
animation.
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Scene VII - Players face the dilemma.
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“What more can you do?” explore options provide players ways to improve
communication skills to add to self-efficacy upon game completion.

Scene VII - Player faces the dilemma with a different option.
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Scene VII - Players face the dilemma with a different option.
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Scene VII -Players transition to a positive scene. Costa Rica adopted the CRC Treaty.

Scene VIII - Players learn how Costa Rica supports the CRC Treaty.
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Scene VIII - Players transition to next scene.

Scene IX - Players now encounter boy and girl siblings.
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Scene IX - Players now encounter boy and girl siblings faced with a dilemma.

Players may choose the best of the least favorable options first.
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Scene IX - One path selected:
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Scene IX - Player selects different option when faced with same dilemma.
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Scene IX - Players select different option when faced with same dilemma.

Players continue to transition options.
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Scene IX - Transition options:

Path to the UK selected.
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Scene X - Experience Points earned.

Players move to transition screen.
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Scene X - Transition screen:

After comparing and contrasting the rights of children in and outside of the U.S.
players witness how the children age and progress through the real-life simulations.
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Scene XI - Camera pans back into Alex and Jim’s life after players have seen
similarities and differences of other children dependent upon location.
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Scene XI - Players transition to decision screen:

This is decision time for players.
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Scene XI - Players must determine the route based upon what they have learned to
date.
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Scene XI - Justification:
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Scene XI - Justification continued:
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Scene XI - Players may opt for other selection:

Players have experienced though game simulations that they do not have a right to be
heard; therefore, through process of elimination players determine that “No right”
must be the correct answer.
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Scene XI - This decision earns players XP points.
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Scene XI - This decision wins players XP points continued.

Scene XII: Transition screen.
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Scene XII - Players are transported to the portal in Bangladesh and score points
having uncovered a location which supports children’s rights according to the CRC
Treaty.

Scene XII: Further justification:
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Scene XII – Bangladesh continued:
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XIII - Scene now reflects deplorable living conditions for Alex and Jim.
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XIII - Children beg to be taken out of terrible living conditions. Mother calls the
police.

Players elect to call for help.
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XIII - Children are not supported. Police never go in the home or speak with children.
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XIII - Children are not supported. Police never go in the home or speak with children
continued.
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XIII - Children are not supported. Police never go in the home or speak with children
continued.
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Scene XIII - Children are not supported. Police never go in the home or speak with
children continued.
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Scene XIII - Players may try a different path.

Explorations provide self-efficacy tips to empower children in face of DV or neglect:
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Explorations continued:

This brings players back to the decision screen to try a different route.
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Scene XIII - Decision time again.

Scene XIII: Player makes decision to take it to court
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Scene XIII - Players makes decision to take it to court.

Next decision for player to choose is to foster coping skill and hope.
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Scene XIV - Players learn the benefits of the UK having adopted the CRC
Treaty.

Players transition to next scene.
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Scene XV - Now in Florida, sister and brother from Massachusetts experience
similarities to Alex and Jim.

Decision players may make.
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Scene XV - Players choose “Yes” for sister and brother from Massachusetts who
moved to Florida.

Scene XV: Players may try again.
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Scene XV - Sister and brother from Massachusetts scene continued.

Players select transition screen
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Scene XVI - Alex and Jim are aging and now encountering life threatening
events.

Players transition to another scene.
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Scene XVII - Players earns Experience Points.
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Scene XVIII: Jim and Alex are even older now and being directed to hide
from the police.
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Scene XIX - Players earn Experience Points.
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Scene XX - Decision time.

Players have experienced the entire above path by now and advance to next scene.
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Scene XXI - Decision time.
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Scene XXII -

By this stage, players have experienced the entire above path and advance to next
scene.
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Scene XXIII - The stakes get higher.

Or
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Scene XXIV –

Players transition to next scene.
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Scene XXIV -

Last option available to explore.
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Scene XXV -

143
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Learning outcome: By navigating to this level of the game, players have mastered
learning objectives.
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Appendices
Appendix A

Game-forChange
Game
Elements
Artificial
Intelligence*

Back Story*

Boss
Challenges*

Description

The design of the game
which motivates the
player to navigate from
scene to scene, exploring
the adventure. Examples
in this prototype may be
seen in features, such as,
the: “Tunnel to escape”
or “Fly to a different
portal.”
Actual accounts of the
shaping of the narrative.
Several crowd-sourced
cases were compared
and contrasted to
provide the similarities
and variances of
children’s rights
throughout the States
and countries.
Ultimate confrontational
scenes player faces
which advances player
towards a successful end
or “Game over” with life
or death conclusions in
some cases.

Gagne’s Nine
Events

Keller’s ARCS
model

5) Provide
learning
guidance

Attention

5) Provide
learning
guidance

Confidence/
challenge

6) Elicit
performance

Confidence/
challenge
Satisfaction/
Success
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Challenge

Character

Cut Scenes*

Dialogue

Fantasy

Game Rules*

NonPlayable

Decision making time
for player.

6) Elicit

Avatars in each scene
relay their story. Game
is designed for the player
to enter the scene
through the eyes of the
lead character in each
scene.
Part of the storyline
1.
which is available to
player by selecting
2.
visual representations to
broaden understanding
of the back story. For
example, players may 3.
select an image of a
scroll in this game to see
a list of the CRC articles.
The literal
communication by
characters within the
scenes.
Whimsical elements
added to invite players to
transition from one
scene to the next.
Given the coding behind
the game, players have
the options to drive their
own adventure within
the game, link out to
take action or share the
game.
An avatar designed to
lead the player but not

6) Elicit

Performance

161

Confidence/
challenge

performance

4) Present
the content
5) Provide
“learning
guidance”

Confidence/
Challenge

7) Provide
feedback

4) Present the
content

6) Elicit
performance

Confidence/

6) Elicit
performance

Confidence/

9) Enhance
retention and
transfer to
the job

challenge

challenge
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Character*
Narrative*

Outcome*

Perspective*

Storyline
and
scenarios

Story Mode*

actually an integral part
of the story.
The storyline, written, 1.
spoken or visually
depicted.
Players who achieve
advancing to the final
scene in the courtroom
and take action have
simulated mastering the
learning objectives.
Scenes depicted in the
first person allow
players to see the scenes
through the eyes of the
character.
As a serious game
1.
designed to offer the
player choices to build
individual adventures,
several different
accounts of real-life
situations unfold in this
game. Within each story
line, characters age,
travel and experience
similar dilemmas in each
scene. Players weave in
and out of these scenes
building upon
knowledge learned
through each adventure
played.
Some of the narrative is 3.
written in third person to
explain scenes and
storyline during which

4) Present
the content
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2.

8) Assess
performance

Satisfaction/
Success

6) Elicit
performance

1) Gain
attention

2. Attention

5) Provide
“learning
guidance”

4.
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Trailers*

Tutorial
Mode*

XP
Experience
Points

time the player is not in
control but plays a
passive role.
Media/video clips to
provide a visual
depiction of the story.
Introduction, About, For1.
the Teacher are pages to
introduce problem to
players and offer
1.
directions and purpose
about the game.
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1) Gain attention Attention
4) Present the
content
2) Inform
2. Attention
learners of
objectives
3) Stimulate
recall of
prior learning

1. 6) Elicit
performance
(practice)
9) Enhance
retention and
transfer to
the job

Relevance

2. Confidence/
3. challenge
4.
5. Satisfaction/
6. success

Table 1. Game-for-Change Game Elements. *Adapted from Game Elements (Becker,
2008, p.82).
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Appendix B
Lesson’s Focus:

Social Studies Content Standards

Civics &
Government

GED® Fl.
High School CG
Standard –
Literacy
Completion Point

Section

I. Development of
Modern Liberties
and Democracy

4. Individual
rights and civic
responsibilities

CG.4.b. Personal and
civil liberties of citizens

CG.4 Describe
individual rights and
civic responsibilities.

This project’s DGBL is to align with state and national standards. In this respect, Adult
Education GED Prep, and High School students may also use it along with Middle School
students.
Table 2. Children Around the World Game-for-Change Prototype Standards. Adapted
from Florida Department of Education Adult Education Curriculum Frameworks.
(2015-2016).
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Appendix C

Figure 1. Children Around the World Game-for-Change Prototype Original Storyline.
Ensmann (2017).
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Appendix D

Figure 2. Children Around the World Game-for-Change Prototype Second Storyline.
Ensmann (2017).
Appendix E

Figure 3. Children Around the World Game-for-Change Prototype Third Storyline.
Ensmann (2017).

Figure 4. Children Around the World Game-for-Change Prototype Final Storyline. Ensmann (2017).
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